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ABSTRACT 

The necessary background material for the analysis of the 

electron phonon interaction with respect to·the absorption 

coefficient and change in incident phonon frequency is discussed 

in the first and second chapters of this thesis. At the end of 

the second chapter the Migdal-Kohn Bnomalies for a spherical 

Fermi surface is dis~ussed. Experimental varification and phi

sical sense of these anomalies is also presented here. 

An investigation of the change in the phonon spectrum due 

to the Migdal-Kohn anomalies for some important cases of change 

in topology of the Fermi surface in metals is done in chapter 

three. In general it is found that the anomalies in rand Aw 

depend on the changes of the Fermi surface topology caused at 

phase transition of order 21. Also it ia noted that the singula

rities in rand Aw ~re interdependent as can be predicted by 

the Kramer's and Kronig relations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A clear majority of the elements in the periodic table are 

metals. Together with their alloys they form a great multitude 

of substances with very diverse properties. Metals differ from 

each other and to a great extent from the nonmetals in their 

electrical properties, heat conductivity, optical properties, 

magnetic and mechanical properties. 

Despite all these diversified properties there is a common 

characteristic which allows all metals to be described from a 

single standpoint. This 18 the energy spectrum of electrons in 

metals or the dependence of the energy "E" of the electrons on 

their momenta ";" 

According to the modern views, a metal may be regarded as 

a combination of a system of positively charged oscillating 

ions which form a quasi-periodic space-structure (cystalline) 

and a system of relatively free valence electrons filling the 

lattice. The difference between any two metals may be related 

to the difference in valence electrons of atoms, the peculiari

ties of their electronic structure and the symmetry of the crys

tal lattice. Thus, a metal can be thought as a "sea" of valence 

electrons moving in a cystalline lattice of ions. These electrons 

are often called conduction electrons. 

A convinient method for the description of the energy spec

trum of the electrons in metals is through the introduction of a 
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Fermi surface for metals. This is the surface which separates 

the region occupied by electrons from the region free from elec-

trons at 0 degree Kelvin (absolute zero temperature). The Fermi 

surface is one of the constant energy surfaces of the metal 

It can have a simple shape as in metals of the first 

group Na, K, and Rb and the noble metals silver and gold or a 

very complex shape as in lead. 

A.R. Mackintosh says "Few people would define a metal as a 

solid with a Fermi surface." This definition represents a pro-

found advance in the understanding of why metals behave as they 

do. The concept of the Fermi surface as developed by quantum 

physics provides a precise explanation of the main physical 

properties of metals. 

Delineating the Fermi surface of a specific metal is an 

intricate problem in solid state physics. Experimental methods 

for studying the energy spectrum and determination of Fermi 

surface of metals are mostly based on investigation of various 

physical effects in metals occurring in the presence of an exter-

nal magnetic field (eg. Brandt and Chudinov, 1975). A feature of 

all these methods is the use of strong magnetic fields in which 

cyclic motion of current carriers is observed. This is linked 

with that the nature of cyclic motion is determined by the topo-

logy and shape of the Fermi surface and therefore allows a cer-

tain information on that surface to be obtained. 
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Another promising method to determine this surface is 

based on peculiarities of electron-phonon interaction which is 

to be discussed in greater detail in chapters 2 and 3. A.B. 

Migdal (1958) and W. Kohn (1959) independently showed that the 

electron-phonon interaction brings about a logarithmic singula

rity at q ~ 2PF where q is the phonon momentum and PF is the 

Fermi momentum which is equal to 12mEF , This singularity if 

observed offers a direct information of the radius of the sphe

rical Fermi surface in momentum space. 

The aim of the thesis is to investigate the change of the 

phonon spectrum due to the Migdal-Kohn singularities in some 

important cases of variation of topology of the Fermi surface 

in metals (Lifshits 1960), 

a) appearance of a new cavity 

b) breaking of the connecting neck. 

A digression on the energy spectrum of the electrons in 

metals is necessary. It is extremely important to device scien

tific models to be able to describe the properties of metals. 

The free electron model for example helps us to describe the 

heat capacity, thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity, 

magnetic susceptibility and electrodynamics of metals eventhou~h 

it fails to help us with other large questions like the distinc

tion between metals, semiconductors and dielectrics; the occu

rence of the positive values of the Hall Coefficient etc. There

fore, important attempts to improve this model have been made and 
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will continue to be until a well established and consistent 

theory is developed. 

It was possible to go much further with the theory after 

the fundamental work of Bloch and Peierls in which the concept 

of free-electrons was developed significantly (Lifshitz and 

Kaganov, 1960). In Bloch's theory the interaction of the 

conduction electron with the crystalline medium was described 

by introducing a periodic potential to take into account the 

symmetry of the lattice. 

The study of the motion of particles in a periodic field 

led to the explanation of the band theory of metals. Detailed 

investigation of the energy spectrum of electrons in metals 

indicates that the electrons in crystals are arranged in energy 

bands separated by regions in energy for which no electron 

states exist, Such forbidden regions are called energy gaps or 

forbidden bands. 

One of the most important consequences of the band theory 

was the distinction between metals, semimetals, semiconductors 

and dielectrics using a criterion the filling of the zones in 

the ground state. Metals corrospond to materials having a 

partially filled zone (eg. see diagram from Kittle (1976)). 
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Fig.l. Schematic diagram of energy bands of different substallces 

The Bloch model which is formulated as a one-electron prob-

lem in a crystalline medium is not without its limitations. For 

example it is not clear whether or not a consistent inclusion of 

electron interactions will cause fundamental chRllges ill the 

concepts of the band theory (Lifshitz and Kaganov, 1960). 

A new approach to the problem of the electron theory of 

metals is based on the gelleral idea that energy spectrum ill meta-

ls have several branches. Each branch being a quantised system 

has its characteristic quasi-particles which carry definite energy 

and momentum. The simplest examples of such elementary excit~ions 

or quasi-particles are the system of valence electrons (which are 

treated as an ideal gas of charged Fermi quasiparticles), phonons 

in crystals, spin waves (magnons) in ferromagnets, excitons in 

semi-conductors and dielectrics etc. Depending on the statistics 

of the quasiparticles which produce the energy spectrum of the 

system, we say that the spectrum is a Bose or Fermi Spectrum. 

The ellergy spectrum of the individual quasiparticle is a 

periodic function of the quasi-momentum p and single valued for 
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each band "s" unless there is overlapping of bands. That is 

+ + ~ 
c (pI = c (p + 2rrhbl or using the wave vector notation 

s s 
-> -> 

£ (k) = c (k + 271b I . 
s s 

For every band "s Ii 1'1e have minimum and maximum value s of 

the energy and these values are followed by the forbidden bands. 

'Phat is 
..,. 

£. < C (pI < £ 
mln s max 

For example a plot of energy versus wave vector for an 

electron in a monatomic linear lattice gives the following 

Fig.2. Energy spectrum of one dimensional monatomic lattice) 

shadded region is a forbidden band. 

The zero slope of the ~nergy spectrum at the zone bounda

ries follows from the two requirements that 
..,. 

£ (._p I 
s 

symmetric dispersion law 

and 
£ (pI = £ (p + 2rrhb) periodic dispersion law 

s s 

Thus, the group velocity V = 
g 

= 0 at zone boundaries. 
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CHAP'I'ER 1 ---------

'rH_E:.RM0Il.YNA}HCAL PROPERTIES OF t~ETALS AND GEOMETRY 

1.1 Geometry of Isoenergetic Surfac~ 

-> 
Consider the dispersion law E (p) of an electron. It is 

s 
-> 

already stated that E (p) attains its minimum and mnXls 
. + 

mum values for definite values of the quaslmomentum p. 
->- . 

What is the shape of Es(pl ~ E = constant,which is an 

isoenergetic surface of the electron in momentum space? 

->-
To answer this question we have to expand E (p) about 

s 

the minimum (or maximum) energy for a specific band s. 

If we disregard cases of degeneracy, the expansion has 

the following form (Lifshitz and Kaganov, 1960) 

+ 
E (p) = £ . 

s m1n 

(1 ) 

is a sxmmetric tensor of the second rank. 

The components of the tensor have the dimension of the 

reciprocal mass. For this reason the tensor is called the 

reciprocal effective mass tensor and is denoted by 

~1. -1 = 
lit 
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can be diagonalized Bnd thus E (~) 1S reduced to s 

the form 

If t: (p) 
s 

equation 

is referred to the minimum we get a simpler 
) 

+ 
E (p) -

s 
E . 

mln 

P 2 
2 + 2m

2 
• 

The principal values of the tensor ill l ,m2 and ill3 are 

positive when the expansion is about the minimum and 

negative when it is about the maximum. Equation (4) is 

(3) 

the equation of an ellipsoid ~rhose semi-axes a1'e respec" 

tively equal to 

(2m £1 
2 

. Thus, the su1'-

faces of constant energy £ = constant, near the extremal 

points for electrons in a crystal are ellipsoidal su1'fa-

ces. In the particular case when m
l 

= m2 a ill3 the ellip

soid degenerates into a sphere. 

When the components m
l

, m2 and m3 are positive (expan-

sion about I:: • ) Bn electron in the lattice behaves 
ln1.n 

qualitatively like a free electron ie. its kinetic energy 

and velocity in an electric field increases in the direc-

tion of the acting force. If the components of the tensor 

~ 
'I 
'. 
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Brc negative the electron is accelerated in the direction 

opposite to that of the external force and thus behaves as a 

negative mass particle and it is called hole-like (Brandt and 

Chudinov, 1975). 

Fig.3. Open (a) and closed (b) isoenergetic surfaces near 

€. (1) and €max (2). mln 

Any closed energy surface in momentum space near a minimum 

point encloses a region in the momentum space in which the energy 

is less than its value on the surface, while near a maximum point 

any point within has greater energy than the surface. This means 

that in the first Case the velocity is directed along the exter-

nal normal to the sUrface of constant energy and along the inward 

normal in the second case. Sine €s(~) is periodic in reciprocal 

space (momentum space) the surfaces described above are repeated 

periodically over the whole reciprocal lattice., 

It is obvious that between these surfaces which are topolo

gically simple there must be more complicated surfaces like open 

surfaces which extend throughout the whole reciprocal lattice for 

otherwise it would be impossible to have a continuous transition 

from 5urfaCbS surrounding mi~imum points to surfaces surrounling 

maximum points (Fig.3). 
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1.2 Change in Topology of Isoenergetic SurfaceD 

If metals are subjected to external pressure, the accompa-

nying change in interatomic separations modifies the entire 

energy structure of the metal (Lifshits, 1960). However, if 

there is no change in the symmetry of the metal as a result 

of the external pressure there exists a quantitative change 

in the structure of the isoenergetic surfaces up to some 

critical pressure Pc' A qUalitative change occurs at the 

critical pressure and the topology of the isoenergetic 

surface is changed. Some of the common changes are 

a) appearance of a spherical isoenergetic surface 

b) appearance (or disappearance) of ellipsoidal isoenergetic 

surfaces (Fig.4a) 

c) breaking of necks (Fig.4b) 

o G) 0 \1 ( 
1,; 

Fig.4a .Appearance of a new sheet of a constant energy

surface 

Fig .I~b. Breaking up of a "bridge" on the isoenergetic 

surface. 



The dispersion law Es(pl near the critical points in the 

above transitions are given by 

al 
~ £' 

£ (pI '" £ + ~ s c ,.m 

2 
P2 

2 , 
b) 

~ Pl 2 
£: (pI '" £: + + + 

s c 2!ll1 2m2 2m
3 

2 2 P 2 pt P2 + 
c) + .l , £: (p I > £: 

£s(p) '" £: + + - s c 
c . 2itll 2m2 2m

3 

(5 ell 

PI 
2 

P2 
2 2 

2 0 " £: o~ + - " c 2ml 2m2 2m 
3 

(
C' 
)e 2 J 

2 2 2 

PL P2 2 -)-

" £ + + - £: (pi.« (: 
2iul 2m2 2m

3 
, 

c s 

The Fermi Surface is one of the isoenergetic surfaces in 

metals. So it can ]>e subjected to such types of transition,; 

as a result of ext~rnal pressure which may be caused by 

external electric, magnetic or acoustic fields and even 

mechanical forces ieasonably enough not to cause change in 

symmetry in the cristal . 

The above changes in topology of isoenergetic surfaces are 

known to be accomp~nied by singularities in the density or 

electron states as is shown in the next section. 
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Now let us find an expression for the density of states 

ValE) which determines the number of electron states pe~ 

unit interval of energy. 

The total number of quantum states per primitive cell l8 

given by (in momentum space) 

n+ 
p 

The total number of electron states for the energy 

.... 
Es (p), 6 E is given by 

N 
s 

2V 
-(21Tt) 3 

2V 
(21Tt) 

For an ellipsoidal surface E (;) s ) 

and thus 

Rut 

N 
s 

\J (d = 
s 

v (el --
s 

dN s 
dE 

( 6 ) 

( IJ ) 
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This expression for the density of states ~ives 

for the special case of spherical isoenergetic surface. 

Similar analysis of V (E) near maximum critical point E s max 

(10) 

If we differentiate equations 8 and 10 with respect to 

energy we get a root type of singularities in the density 

of states V(E). Such singularities are called Van Hove 

singUlarities and are common to all quasiparticles (Van 

Hove, 1953). 

The density of states V(E) can now be expressed as a sum 

of smooth part v and singular part oV ie. 
o 

Where OV(E) is given by equation (8) for E > E. and by mln 

equation (10) for E < E . It is obvious that ov(£l should 
max 

be zero for both E < E. and E > E mln max 

For the case of breaking of necks or transition from hyper-

boloid of one sheet to hyperboloid of two sheets through 

the critical conical point E = Ec of figure 4b we obtain 

similar singularities in V(E) as is shown below. 
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Consider first the hyperboloid of one sheet in Fig.4b. 

Calculation of the volume bounded by the surface 

P3 '" 

V '" P 

P 2 
1 

+ --2ml 

P 2 
2 

Po = constant 

Po Po 
f f _P d P '" 0 -Po 

P 2 
3 

- 2m3' and the surfaee 

gives 

1T (2m
l 

) ~ (2m
2

) ~ ( £ - £ C 

P 3 
o 
3 

P3 
2 

) + -2m
3 

£ > £ 

dP 3 

C 

If £, < E: then we have hyperboloid of two sheets and c 

Thus, v( £) - dNE: - dE: 

+ 

d 2V 
"dE:- {(21Th p Vp } 

for E:,<E: 
c 

(12) 

(13 ) 

The non-smooth part of the density of states for the case 

of breaking of necks is then identical to that of appea-

rance (disappearance) of new isoenergetic surface equa-

tion (10). 
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1.4 Electron Phase Transitions of Order 2a 

It is shown in the previous section that for certain criti-

cal values of energy EnE for which the topology of iso
e 

energetic surfaces change (for example an open surface chan-

ges to a closed surface by disruption of a neck or a new 

splitting off region of surfaces appear) there corresponds 

peculiarities (root singularities) in the density of elect-

ron states. These anomalies are called electron phase tran-

sitions of Order 2a or Lifshitz Transitions after their 

discoverer (Lifshitz, 1960). At the point of such a transi-

tion the electron dynamics also possesses some peculiar 

features which lead to anomalies of the electron characte-

ristics of the metal (thermodynamic and kinetic). It will 

be discussed in latter sections that such transitions create 

anomalies in the absorption coefficient Bnd change in the 

phonon spectrum of an incident sound. 

1.5 Anomalies in Thermodynamic Quantities as a Result of 2~ 

Order Phase Transitions 

It was found out that the singular part of VIE), the density 

of states, is given by 

0 E > E 
6v( c) { c (14) " , 

aIE-E 12 E < e: 
c c 

12V ~ where " 1T2113 (ml m2m
3

) 
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~'he t,hermodynam:Lc potential.(2 has 8,lso smooth part and 

singular part as is the case for any other thermodynamic 

quantity. ie. 

+ ,f n . This function is related 

to the number of electrons and the chemical potential t 

of 1he electrons in the metal by the equation 

It is a standard equation in statistical physics that 

Limiting ourselves 

= - T 

- - T 

to the singular part ve 
kf. 

/"cfv(£) fn(He T )d£ o 

kf. 
/''In(1+e T )dN(d 
o 

{N(d 
§;-£ d£ 

e T +1 

get 

e~ 
~.- d£ 

t-£ 
l+~ 

But dN(d = ~ a (£- £c)3/ 2 from equation (12). So 

Letting z '" i; 

Z, .< 0 and z > 

i) z '~ < 0 In 
I 

2 
3 a 

- £ 
C 

0 1{e 

2 = -
3 

(£:.£c) 3f
(c £-t 

e'-+l 

get 

00 

IX I 
o 

d£ • 

(15) 

(16) 
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for Tl ·~<I z 1 we have ill e T »1 and thus 

;fn 2 e-4L /" 
312 x - -. a -- dx 3 0 x 

e'i' 

Substitute ¥ ~ y2 

get 

dx '" 2Tydy and integrate to 
) 

ii)z>o <' 2 0:> CI>1 '" a I 3 0 

Considering again T, :<~ 1 z 1 and using Sommerfeld 1 s 

Integral 

He get 

d>1 -i'.a(zS/2 (i'.) 1f2T2 1 1 

'" + -6- zi! 
3 5 2 

-4 z S /2 1f2 1 

'" a - 6 a T2 Z2 
15 • 

The combined result is then 

f1f _Izl S/2 
'2" a e -rr-T Z, < 0 

d>1 (17) 

4 1 z 1 5/2 
_1f2 T21zl~ > 0 - -- a 6 a z 15 

For T '" o • 

0 a < 0 

0>1 "' 4 alzl s/ 2 (18) 
15 z > 0 
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The power of z in equation (18) is related to the name 21 

Order phase transition. The second derivatives of Q at the 

point of "electron transition" z • 0 have a vertical break. 
_1 

While the third derivatives go to infinity as z 2 (Ufshitz 

1960). Besides singularities in Q we have also similar situ-

ation in the specific heat C I compressibility K and other v 

thermodynamic quantities. In 21 order phase transitions no 

change in symmetry of the crystal takes place but only 

change in topology of the Fermi surface or other isoenerge-

tic surfaces as is stated i. section 1.2. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ELECTRON-PHONON INTERACTIONS 

2.1 Phonons 

In a large crystalline solid body sayan elastic continuum 

mechanical vibrations of the atoms take the form of waves. 

It is reasonable to expect and quantum mechanics tells us 

that the energy in such waves must be quantised. Using de-

Broglie ideas of wave-particle duality it is convinient to 

associate a particle with a quantum of excitation in such a 

wave. For vibration in a crystal, such a quantum is called 

phonon in analogy with the photon which represents a qUBntu~ 

in electromagnetic field. 

The phonon is one of the elementary excitations that cont-

ribute to the total energy spectrum in the crystal discussed 

in the introduction. To each phonon we associate a wave 

~ ~ 

vector k and frequency w(k), To each wave we can assign an 

oscillator and to each oscillator an anergy 

~ ->-
momentum p - h k. Phonons are bosons and thus have to obey 

the Bose-Einstein Distribution function 

1 (19) 1)(0 
e kW -1 

the chemical potential "1;" being zero for phonons. 
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Tho number of phonons in a crystal is dependent on the 

temperature of the crystal. At high temperatures NaT 

and at 101f temperature N a ( TT )3/2 where To is called the 
o 

degeneracy temperature of the crystal (Kaganov, 1981). 

We can directly measure dispersion law for phonons E(l) 

by inelastic scattering of slow neutrons in crystals 

(Brockhouse, 1961). 

The neutron makes the atoms of the crystal to swing thus 

exciting sound waves (creating phonons) thereby decreas-

ing its energy. The change in neutron momentum and energy 

are related to the phonon momentum and energy by the con-

servation laws applied to the crystal as a whole (Brock-

house etal, 1962). 

2.2 ~ollision between Electrons and Phonons 

Phonons interact with each other, with electrons and with 

other quasiparticles in the solid. The most common effect 

of the electronphonon interaction is seen in the tempera-

ture dependence of the electrical resistivity, which for 

example for pure copper is 1.55 microhm-em at oDe and 2.28 

microhm-cm at 100°C (Kittel, 1976). The electrons are 

scattered by the phonons, and the higher the temperat~re 

the more phonons there are and hence more scattering. 
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A more subtle effect of the electron-phonon interaction 

is the apparent increase in electron mass in metals and 

insulators because the electron drags the heavy ion cores 

along with it (Kittel, 1976). 

Another important application of electron phonon inter-

action worth mentioning in here is the direct amplifica-

tion of acoustic phonons by drifting electrons in piezo-

electric crystals (Elliott and Gibson, 1974). 

As temperature decreases to OaK thermal motion is almost 

suppressed minimizing the electron phonon interaction and 

the electrical resistance is now caused by defects in the 

crystal. At higher temperatures electrons interact with 

phonons in one of the following ways. 

( I ----
Fig.5. Emmission(IJand absorption (II) of phononH by 

electrons 
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Solid lines symbolize electrons and dashed lines, phonons 

(Kaganov,1981). The lines are labeled with the momenta 

and energies of the electrons and phonons with primed 

quantities after the collision. 

In the first process there is no collision at all but the 

electrons create phonons. In the second process there is a 

collision resulting in the absorption of a phonon. Conser-

vation of energy equation is the same for both processes 

(eg. see Kaganov, 1981), 

..,. ..,..,. 
E(p) + h W • E(p + h k}. (20) 

Near the Fermi surface h can be ignored compared with EF 

to get 

Equation (21) implies that the two processes in Figure 5 

are allowed if E(p) = EF and 
... ..,. 

E(p + n k) = EF simultane-

-+ • -+ • 
cusely. If hk 1S small compared to p as 1S usually the 

case, then using Taylor expansion we get (eg. see Abri-

kosov, 1972) 

+ 
dp + hk) = dp) + nk. a:;p) , l"esulting in 

-+ -+ -+ -+ + 
E(p + hk) = E(p} + ~k.v (22) 
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+ + ,+ + 
Near the Fermi surface EF(p) • EF(P) + nk,VF giving, 

hkV cos e = O. F 

In general if hw is not to be ignored we ha.e 

cit) + hw = e(t) + h~.~ ,and thus 

= h kVF cos e near Fermi surface. 

since ~ = s which is the speed of sound we finally get 
k 

VF cos e '" s. 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

Analysis of equations (23) and (25) leads to the conclusion 

that the electrons interacting with the phonons have velo-

cities perpendicular to the wave vector of the phonons of 

the incident sound (Note that in equation (23) V _lOB~ F sec 

and s _ 105 em 
sec cos e « 1 e _ n/2). Thus the effec-

tive belt ;There the interacting electrons are located is 

almost perpendicular to the incident phonon wave vector. 

2.3 Absorption Coefficient r and Change in Phonon Frequency 6w 

Now let us make use of the free electron model of metals to 

analyse electron-phonon interaction in further detail. Con-

sider an incident sound into a metal box at T = O. The 

collision between a phonon and an electron within the box 
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obeys the momentum conservation law 

where 
o 

G = { 
+0 

for Normal Process , 

for Umklapp Process 

(26) 

(Note that here momentum is not conserved in the collision 

but it is in the crystal). 

If the mean free path ".Q," of the electrons ill very small 

compared with the phonon-wavelength A then the descrete-

ness of .Q, will not be felt by the phonon and thus can be 

said that there is no interaction. If .Q, » A , there is 

interaction resulting in absorption or emission of a phonon 

by an excited electron. 

Introduce 

r as absorption coefficient 
.., 
P as electron momentum 

'. q as phonon momentum 
->-

E:(p) as electron energy 

€F as Fermi Energy 

fp as Fermi Dirac Distribution function 

/',(j) as change in phonon frequency .. 
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An electron can absorb or emit a phonon if there is a free 

state in the adjacent state to where the transition occurs. 

~ 

f?+~l ---~-.-----C~----.-----
t 

~p'7 ~~. __ _ 
C 

-+ + .+ 
Fig.6. Transition from p to p+q or the reverse can take 

place only if one of the states is empty. 

In calculating the transition rate of electrons from state 

+ + + 
p to state p+q , one must multiply by the Fermi Dirac 

Distribution functions f+(l-f+.+) to account for the p p q 

probability that the initial state is occupied f+ and the 
p 

final state is unoccupied I-f+.+ . The reverse process may 
p q 

take place in the above process and its probability of 

occurence is f+.+(l-f+). p q p 

If there is equilibrium between the two processes then 

there is no net absorption or creation of phonons. If on 

the other hand there is E.2. equilibrium then using quantum 

statistics and perturbation theory one can show that 

(Akhiezer etal, 1957) 

= f/M/ 2 (f+-f+ +) 6(gt + hw-g+ +) 
P p+q P p+q 

(27) 
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For the change in phonon spectrum 

see (28 ) 

f'or examp].e Kaganov M. I. and Semenenko, (1966). 

The symbo10 f denotee~ the principal value of' the 

integral, and IMI2 is the square of the ma/::'t'tit element 

211 of' the two states which includes factors of the type 1\ 

An alternative expression for 

and 

f+-f'+ .... 
p p+q 

~(£+ + liw - £+ +) ~ 1 o(w- k.V) P p+q K 

is that 

(29 ) 

(30) 

Equations (29) and (30) are obtained under the assumption 

that hW «£F and T+O. 

The quantum formulas for 4w and r are related mathema

tically as is shown in Semenenko's article, (l~67). 

where 

and 

= f 1M 12 (i'p-fp+-ql !kn-
.... 

r(q,:&w-C)dC 
£ 

(£p - C .... + + tiw I . p+q ml.n = £ ... 
ml.n 

= 

(31 ) 
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2.4 Migdal-Kohn Anomalies for Spherical Fermi Surface of Metal~ 

Consider now the 8,bsorption coefficient and change in phonon 

frequency when T+O and tw «EF . Assume also that the energy 

spectrum E(;) is isotropic in momentum space ie. E(;)=pz/2m. 

Equation (27) will nov be simplified to the expression 

Equation (32) will vanish unless 

and E(;+~) "EF are satisfied simultaneousely. 

Thus, 

~= (
-> -»2 

= £:!:.9. 2m 2m 

The intersection of these two surfaces consists of allowed 

values of phonon momentum q. 

There cannot be any inter-

section if q > 2PF' 

The matrix element IMI2 

depends on the curve of 

intersection. Assuming 

this to be 1M 12 o Fig.7. Two intersecting 

spherical Fermi 

surfaces 
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;re then hnve 

Using spherical coordinates to evaluate the integral ve 

get 

Integration vitI'(; respect q, gives 2'1f. To integrate with 

respect to e substitute first COB e by x . Then 

-sin 9dO ~ dx and the limits of integration vill nov be 

from I to -1 with respect to X 

.' 

'" 2'1fii.wP~oI2(2m) z 
2q 

'" \.27f. Il\ 
2! 0) -IJ10.1 2 

( a 

I 
I 
-1 

if q > 2PF 

x 
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, 
The absorption coefficient is thus constant for a non 

zero but specific value of q as rar as q', <: 2PF and zero 

The phonon frequency w can be expressed as the sum of 

a smooth part Wo and singular part t\w , where t\w is 

given by equation (2g). 

t\w 

dSp -- -

j £-+ _ 8->- 4-
p p+q 

d3 
Q~~-11\'1 2 f IM,Fj 8->_ E+ -+ €: ... -E:+ + €:+ <: €:F p p+q p+q 

P 

Consider now II 

E·~ -+ 
p+q 

£+-8-+ + 
p p+q 

< €:F 

dSp 
"z -+ _, _ 
-"- -Cl/+2p.q+q') 
2m 2m 

There is no loss or generality if we assume 

P 

-+ . 
q to be dlroc-' 

+ _)0 

ted along the Pz axis. Let the angle between p and q be O. 

27Tm - --
q JPF 12 + o p ~n ~ldP after inte'-

gration with respect to • and 9 . Note that the logarithwi~ 
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" function is smooth around the singularity of the denomi-

nat.or. ie. 

jl ~ 1 x=xo-€ 1 
= ,Q,nIAx+BI + ,Q,n IAx+B I 

-1 Ax+B A x=-l x=xo+€ 

1 ,Q,nl!~!1 '" A 

Evaluation of the above integral II leads to the expression 

(Dwight, 1961) 

Similarly 

I = 
2 

(35) 

'± ->--, 
Introduce new variable letting P = p+q 

since the Jacobian is 1. 

we c~n n01{ use 

the oldval'b"

ble, s'mE,ll po 



;re ha:ve 

J :: 
2 

-2m 

_ 31 --

j PF 

o 

2 
q ) 

J1 
-1 

dx . . z 
2pqx·-q 

which is identical to equation (351 of' II' 

Combining we get 

Equation (36) can he re~~witten as 

211 
! d.p 
o 

The last teZ'lll can he included with the smooth papt of 

00 = 00 0 -I- too, The last exppesaion of &00 is of the. t'OPln 

1100 ~ x R,n x wnel'e x = 2p:F~q 

R,im /:iw R,in) R,n x 
~illl 

l/x ... 0 ,. 
ljx~ " "<'ljx~ 

x->O x->O x+O 

This showa that 4W is a continuous function • 

. , 
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Consider the group velocity 

V i\ 
d(lIl~) = h iil·It.) ). 

'" g dq dx 

v ~ - h !nlxl - t 
g 

lim V ~ ro 
g 

x->-O 

-
which is defined as 

dx 
'" h 

d ( lIu) ) -dq dx 

It is evident that there is a kink in the phonon dispersion 

law which results in infinite group velocity. 

Fig.8. Dispersion curves for the phonon frequency (a) and 

group velocity (b) for spheric~l Fermi surface. 

The above kink in the phonon dispersion law leads to the 

expectation of the appearance of the image of the Fermi 

surface of the metal concerned. 
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Consider the group velocity which is defined as 

h 2U,wl 
dx 

v ~ - h !nlxl - h 
g 

Hm V - '" g 

x"'O 

dx = _ h d(lIQU. 
dq dx 

It is evident that there is a kink in the phonon dispersion 

law which results in infinite group velocity. 

)~~ 
I 

Fig.B. Dispersion curves for the phonon frequency (a) and 

group velocity (b) for spherical Fermi surface. 

The above kink in the phonon dispersion law leads to the 

expectation of the appearance of the image of the Fermi 

surface of the metal concerned. 
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This behaviour of the phonon spectrum at about q ~ 2PF 

was first discovered theoretically by Migdal (1958) and 

then Kohn (1959) independently. Its experimental confir-

mation was first provided by Brockhouse etal (1961) for 

lead. The magnitude of the kink is supposed to be very 

small as estimated by Kohn himself and Taylor (1963) espe-

cially for metals having almost spherical Fermi surface 

(Woll and Kohn, 1962). Afanasev and Kagan (1962) have shown 

that the relative kinks of different Fermi surfaces are as 

plotted be]_ow: 

a -, spherical 

b ->- cylinderical 

c ->- nearly plane 

Fig.9. Relative kinks in phonon 

dispersion curve for diffe

rent Fermi surface. 

2.5 Physical Sense of the Migdal-Kohn Anomalies 

A more physical relationship between the absorption coef-

ficient and change in the phonon frequency can be arrived 

at using the well known Kramers and Kronig relations when 

applied to the dielectric function E(q,W). 



The dielectric function E(q,M), which is dependent on the 

phonon frequency wand momentum q is given by 

dq,w) = I + 
f+ - f+ -> p p+g 

E(+ .)-E+-hw+iha p+q p 

impossing an oscillation of frequency w, wave-vector q 

growing slowly with time constant a(Ziman, 1979). The 

function £(q,w) is sometimes called Lindhards dielectric 

function. It is a complex function, the imaginary part 

(37) 

being related to the absorption coefficient r and the real 

part to the change in phonon frequency. This relationship 

will become obvious in later sections were we will rind 

that the singularities for £(q,w),~w and r for a spherical 

Fermi surface are all at q = 2p • ie. F 

k Z 

( 0) 1 + ~ F E q, '" < 
q 

(See Back Thor A, 1963). 

Where ks is the Fermi Thomas screening parameter and PF is 

the Fermi radius in momentum space. 

The function F(~) or F(x) is sketched below: 
2PF 

Fig.10. 
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E(q,W) being complex can -be expressed as 

(39) 

E'(q,W) and E"(q,W) inturn are related by Kramer's and 

Kronig Relations: 

E' P '" E"(x)dx '" ! 'iT 
-00 

x-~) 
(40) 

00 

E ' (x) dx E" '" 
p 

! 
'iT x-W _ 00 

(41) 

Equation (40) is related to Aw Bnd equation (41) to r, 

The similarity in the logarithmic singularity between r, 

Aw and E(q,W) indicates that the cause is related with 

the response of the conduction electrons to the motion of 

ions. At q = 2PF the conduction electrons fail to screen 

out the ionic electrostatic field and thus the anomaly is 

created. Kohn's approach (1959) to this problem of the 

phonon spectrum is based on the dielectric function where 

as Migdal (1958) followed field theoretical methods. The 

quantities r, Aw and E(q,(.Ll) behave like the function F(x) 

sketched in Figure 10 at about q = 2PF' 



MIGDArrKQ!fB.o~_~f91'~~LIES l'OH THE CASFl OF CHANGE IN TOP_LOGr~OF' 

FERMI SURFACE OF' METALS 

The anomalous dependence of the sound absorption coeffi-

cient r and change in the phonon frequency 6w on z ~EF-E~. 

Rhere EF is the Fel'mi energy and EC is the critical 

energy at which the topology' of the Fermi-surface chang",,, 

is calculated in this section near z a 0 (see F'ig.4al. 

In equation (32), + E+ ~ E 
P c 

and 

and 

2 

ocL - z1 2m 

O(C+ -> -' C } = 0( (£:1:9.,1 z ~Z 1. This simplification b 
p+q F 2m 

assuming that -Ii w\<-< z and T = 0 since \fe are interestEd 

in the rorigh estimation of the singularities as in seetien 

2 • 11. 'fh us , 

Pz 1 ' 2 ' r r OCp2+2pqx+~.2·,pz 2 }dx O(p2"PZ h',;p 
o -1 

~ 5Tfm2'~(JJIMoI2~Pz oCp2'~pz2l dlp 2 l where ths conditi0~ 



of int.egl'e,t.ion is I xi", I or 

r OJ.'< 2p z 

q>2p z 

Am for the appearance or disappearance of a spherical 

Fermi surface is, from equation (28)) 

f 
Q':' 
2ni < z 

d 3 p 
~~~qcOse 
2m 2m 2. rn. 

~_ (p+q)2 
2m 2m 

~ 
2m 

Consider the first. integral and use equation (33) 

p 
f II 

o 

P 2dp sin6deap 
2pq cose+!"f2 where p,..'" 12mz 

I 
a 

11. 
sinede 
2pcosE)+q 

(42) 
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4p' --9: I I + E.9..
2 

} IP
o

z 
8 Q.n. 2p-q 

'" 
2mn 

q 

The 2nd integral 12 will yield 

pzq} 
2 

3 d·,p 
E-+ £-+ -+ p- p+q 

letting P + + = p+q 

I2 ~ f 
Ipl <p z 

< P z 

d 3 p 

(L9..)2 E.. 
2m - 2m 

= 2m f 
q 

I '" iolm f p 2 dp fT! sin e d e 
2 q 0 q-2p cos e 

q-2p cos e 

Following similar procedures we finally get 

we get 

Combining 11 and 12 ve have the final expression for Aw as 

( i, 3 ) 

This result is identical in form to that of a normal spheri-

cal Fermi surface (no transition of order 2~) treated 

before in section 2.4. So the conclusion given there applies 

also to this section. 



his caoe the energy spectrum is given by equation 

J.e. 

£ 
C 

£ + + '" £ (p+qJ C 

·)duce HOl[ ne1·' 

PI 
PI 

-" ,Im
l 

, 

Ql 
ql -- linl 

> 

PI 
2 

p2 
'" -+ ml 

ql 
2 

Q2 >= ---+ m
l 

variables p 

P2 
P2 

~,Im2 , 

q2 

P 2 
3 + ---

2m
3 

and Q defined 

P
3 

P3 
"1;3 

Q2 and Q., 
q3 

'" 1m; =/m;- so 
J 

, 

2 'P 2 P2 + _1_ 
m2 ill 3 

2 q3 2 q2 + 
ni2 ill 3 

bY' 

that 

the e'quations (27) and (281 will have the form uaing 

''LeW valll.ables 

P 2 sin9d0dPdtp 
If.Q + g2 

2 

(46) 



vrhe:ce 

where 

1 
(ml m2 lli

3
) 2 P·sin9dPd9d¢ 

1 
4wIMol·(ffilm2ffi312hw 
~ 

Q 

21f 
f d¢ ~ 21f 
o 

and 

• • under the condition that Ixl ~ I -<~> I~Z;~Q-Q I q 

1 

~ f21~~~ eml m2Til3) 2tw 
Q . 

o Q > 2/2z 

( 47) 

The first part of equation (46) can be evaluated in a 

similar fashion as in section 3,1. 

-II -" --2j)4 "Cm m -m ) , -~:y I
' ~ J P·sined9dP.dq, 

o 1 2 3 2PQcos9+Q. 

-2jNOI·(m1m2m31~ [JP' 
1 dx 2'11 

d.]': 
= I /' 2PQx+(~· 

I pi -<2z 
-1 0 

1 

~ 

-2-11" I No I ~~~n1 m2 mJ ) 2 

I P ,q,n 12P
+

Q
ldP Q 

j:t!-<2z 2P--Q 

1 

=1f l~~~~~l ~.2ffi3~" [ BZ-Q· 2/2z-Q g{~~-~ -- _~-B- 2n 12"72Z+Q 1 ') Q L 
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Similarly 10 gives an identical result. 
,~ 

The anisotropy of rand Aw is now obvious from the 

results of equations (47) and (48) because of the Q 

dependence. 

and 

q sin 7c e COS.l + q sin 8 sin 
-)- -> 

<!>J + q cos e k. 

The critical value of I->Q I is 2/2z which corrosponds to 

the critical value of the phonon lnomentum q '" 2/2M*z 

with M* being the effectivc mass. 

N* 

Thus for the case of appearance (disappearancel of ellip~ 

soidal cavity the singularities of rand Aware anisot-

ropic because of the 9 and <I> dependence of the effective 

mass. Information about the relationship between the nrl,] 

ciual values of the effective mass tensor may be extracte( 

from investigation of the Migdal-Kohn anomalies. 



Besides the ls>.&..axi~llfJli(: singularity in /l.UJ "e have nOlI 

ac]clitional YO.21o. 8ingulal'ity in equation (lI8). 

of Necks. 

Refering back to figure 4b lIe "ill now analyse the singu-

larities in the phonon frequency for the unparted hyper-

boloid (z>O) and for the parted hyperboloid C~ol. For 

rough estimation tw is ignored, T~O is assumed and inte-

gration with respect to 6-function is used since it is 

easier to treat, 

(50 ) 

Consider nov the following cases: 

_Case~. 
.,. 

(0,0,'1 ) '1 -. 

Case 2 
.,. 

(0,'1,0) (q,0,0). q ~ 01' 
-.-.,~--~-

... 
Q~§.f'...3. q = (0,'1 sinS, q eosel 

Z may be greater than or less than zero for each cass. 

The energy spectrum 

p 2. P22 
~ , - ,.. .'. -..-1. + C.(-p).- ~ " c 2m

l 
2m

2 

is 

1'3 
2 

~ £ 2m
3 

1'1 
2 

1'3 
2 

+ 
c 2r~l 2mll 



f ~ 
C 

(p,,+'l)' 
<--~.!---

and . There 18 no 1082 

i.l) generality in this assulnption. 

p , 
.1-(-- -

2rrlJ.. 

P 2 
_L . 
21Il'f 

Cylinderical coordinates are now being used instead of 

spherical coordinates because the figures considered ~lUVf 

cylinderical symmetry. 

~--'.---~'-----~'-
q 

2rr!lwlM 12mJ mil 
~ __ .. _~o ___ ~_ 

q 
9.n 

In the close vacinity of the critical point (since our 

( >. i 

interest is near z = O) n <~q so there is no singularii 
'·0 

in Aw since the limit is zero. Besides there is no exp~i 

cit dependence on z as in section 3.2. If z is aSSUDlcd to 

be zero there if< no change in equation (51). 



is for z ~ 0 we get 

Fig .11 Hyperboloid 0 ft"o sheets indicating p 3 min' 

The first logarithmic expression in equation (52) is Dot 

an actual singuJ.arity since p can be taken arbitrary sma). 
. 0 

as in case la~ bl1t tl1C second OD.e is important. It contain~. 

an explicit dependence on z and it is particularly lmpOY-

tant since 6w io no" proportional to tnlx! rather than 
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xlnlxl as in previous sections. Thus, the singularity is 

now much stronger. 

lim 8«) ... 00 

x+O 

logarithmically. 

The group velocity V 
g 

as x+O since 

V 
g 

where 

'" hd (8«) 
dq 

£.hl ={l 
dx -1 

if 

if 

hd(8«) 
= dq has hyperbolic singularity 

x > 0 

x < 0 

Such a behaviour in the phonon spectrum after the rn.pture 

of the neck is expected since r vanishes for this case 

(Davydov, 1976). 

I 
.-~--.. - .. J 
((\) JJ-;;!.-m-,,\·-il ( b) ~ J,;( mil Ie t. .... 

:( 
Fig.12. 

, 
Migdal-Kohn singularities for the phonon 

frequency (a) and group velocity (b) 
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-, 
Q~~~g~ AHsume nou the vector q to be perpendiculaY' 

,",(oj ~ 

to the axis of the neck, say 
-)-

q = (q,O,O) in 

'twiM 12 
0 

f 

~ 2 
P.L 2 z) d 3 p (- _. -o 2m1. 2mu 
-----:z.----- ---~-

2 P ;.; (PI +q)2 PI P2 2 P3
2 

P2 --+ ------ - --- - + _2_ 
2ml 2m2 21113 

2 
(p ---L 

2m
l 

2m
2 

2m 
3 

2 2m1.. P 3 ---(---. + z)p dp dq,dp., 
2m 1\ L.L _, 

after integrating ,·rith respect to P-L using the ident.it.y 

! lex) o(x-a)a(x) '" Hal. 

To integrate ,rith respect t.o q, we fie.y" to use tILe s.tan-

dard integral 

211 
! see Dwight (1261). 
o 

"here a and a> ° 



600 = - 2tw IMol'mL'j 
-"~~-,. q2~~~" -

q2 f 
dP3 

'~r;-~ "~~.- 1 

( 8m.L 4m.l 2)2 1-- z - ~- P 
q' q'm" 3 

This integral should be reduced to the standard form 

sign of z. 

It z > 0 

"here 

To do this we ha-ve to lilnit tILe 

f 

mil 1 
",.tl.( ) 2 

2 lnJ. 

2m.!. 2 
------~ 

qlll II " 

P3111S,X 

! 
P3min 

This value of p~m~x 
5 



is consistent "ith the a,bove limitation namely 

o < a< 1 where 2 r 2m.L 
q L 

is obtained for mRxua" ie. 

The result ot the integration is 

41fmr!L nwlMo 12 m" ~ 
q 

. -l_~ 
Sl.n 

2 ~;.. '/~ 
211 m L m II 

:$A 2 'f,. 
4111111...' hW 1140 I 111 II 

q 

2 mllq 
,.;here Po 2 ~ lim,\. 

'~/,- 'I 
41fm.L tiwlM 1 2 m,," 

o 

, z> 0 and 

dP3 

] ' P 2. ;; 
3 

( , ~, i 
- -''' 

The same as equatiol1 (~. 

timlMol2 
-----, ;:> 

P3 fflax 

! 
P3min 
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where Pi max 
8mj I z I , 

• ) 2 
q2 

and P3 min '" 12m II I z I 

4 312 ~ I 1 2'h P 3max 
mL mil Mo. W • -1 P 3 6w " . s~n (---:) I q P 3ma 

P3min 

m.L3/lm} IMol2hu . _1
212m lzl 

s~n 
q 

Equation (54) shows that there is a jump in the value of 6w 

after the neck is brocken. 

Case 3 

Analysis of the Anomalies in 6w for the case of 

.... 
Arbitrary Angle of the Phonon Momentum Sl!.. 

~I 
I 

I 

Fig.l3. Rupture of the connecting neck of the Fermi surface 

-1 m.!. 1 
e=tan (_)2 

mIl 



... 
We can choose the direction of q to have no projection 

along the PI axis. ie. let 

... 
q - (0, q sin 8, q cos 9) 

The expression for Aw will then be 

llw -
hwlM 12 ! a o 

P. 2 P 2 
(_~_ : _3_ 

2m.!. 2m" 

! a~L2- 2mJ. (~+Zad(p 2)d<j> dP 3 

_p sin 9 sin + P3cos8 _q sin2 e +SLcos~_§l. 
m.!. mil 2mJ, 2m\1 

Integration with respect to Pl is based on the following 

property of the a-function. 

! F(x)a(x-a)dx = F(a) 

-P.l.. sin 8 

ml.. 

and the result is 
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~Tlle1'e 

r(q,e,z) = f 
-PL sin e P3cose 

sin rp +--
lll.L III II 

and 

l!nll. 
P3 )llJ ~ 

PJ.. '" (- + 
2nlll 

or 

P.L '" (2 'lll.L z + 
"l. 

2- • (58.\ P3 tan eerl" 

where 

6 tan 
lll.L ~ 

(see Fig. 13 I '" arc (m; 1 C1' 

It e '" 6cr ' r(q,e,zl will be tndependent on the phonon 

lllomentum + q. This means tha,t the Migdal-Kohn singularity 

vaniah.es 1'0):, this particular direction of! the incident 

E\ound. We can investigate the beha'Vl~our of r(q,e,zl (1,S e 
+ approaches 6 cr from both sides, ie. 9+6

c
:.:--' He1.'e e 

approaches. ecr being less (ec:) or greater 6:1' ~'especti

vely-. 
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Equation (5g) will have the form 

~ dP3d$ 
I C q , e , z) " f ---p-J.-s~i~n"---:9--='t':-

crr " 
Sln 

--P
3
cose "+ q coJ e T 

cr cr + - - 'p(l)) 

where 

We can expand ljI(9j about e to get er 

til () El. (0-0 ) 
cr 

El"'0 er 

mil 2mL 

+ ••••• 

Hhere second order terms and above are neglected. 

Equation cG'J.) will n01f have the form 

. 7- . 
I (q,e,z)='f .. tan e 

(59) 

P3cos e-+ or sin $ + 
o ~' 

-q~---' M 
-m J. 

in the limit as 69+0. 

d$dP 3 
~.....--

~3cOS e~r_qtan SC1',M) 

mil m,L 

p sin e:j'· 
- ml.--_C1' sin <l> 

., 
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The integral over d. is of the form 

f 
o 

____ 'gL_._ 
I-a sin. und its value is 

Thus 

P ~ sin' e~' !~ 
1- . C x:.r 

mJ.. L ) 

(60) 

The above integral is of a standard form 

f ----d~_ . .---- ~ and the result depends on the 
(ax' + bx + c I . 

sign of 0.., ie. on lrhethel' 

(61 ) 

1S greater or les8 than zero. Equation (611 can be lrritton 

as 

(62 ) 
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, 

For a < 9 the Dlgn of (6~) is positive alld cr 

r-(q,e,z) is the logarithmic function since 

for a ,. 0 (flee for example DU'ight 1961), 

But for 0" e cr 
+ . I (q,B,z) 1S a function of arc sin 

type because the value of the aboye standard integral 1S 

-1 , -1 
(~;l~ s:).n 

2ax+b 
(b2~4acl~ a.< 0, b 2,. I) ac 

12ax+~I.< (b 2 _4acl l 

(Il'c"sin type for e,. 9 '~he 
cr 

Migdal-Kohn singularities yanish, Whence in rupture of 

the connecting ne~k the Migdal~Kohn s.ingularitiea may be 

obseryed only in the case when the angle 'between the phonoD, 

waye-yector of the incident Bound and the axis of the neck 

is less than 'cr' 

According to the results. of DaYydOY and Kaganoy (19741 the 

absorption coefficient r has an appreciable anisotxopy 

upon the rupture of a connecting neck, In certain caBes 

1;),< Bel' r undergoes a jump as in the forrnation of new ce,vi!;)' 

in others a,. a it possesses >J. logarithmic :d,ngul~,l'ity. cr 
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The results of this section of the thesis for the phonon 

shift in frequency Aw and that of the absorption coeffi

cient r as acquired by Davydov and Kaganov (1974) are in 

agreement with the recent results of Kaganov and Lisovskaya 

(1981). According to the last result the singularities in 

rand Aware interdependent which is also in line with the 

prediction using the Kramer's and Kronig relations (see for 

example TJandau and Lifshitz, 1958). 

r Jump in the derivative 

b.w jump in the derivative 

These relations indicate that the singularities in the 

absorption coefficient manifest themselves in the phonon 

spectrum. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In general it is found out in this thesis that the anoma-

lies in the sound absorption coefficient r and the shift of the 

phonon frequency 6w depend on the topology of the phase transi-

tions of order 2a and on the local geometry of the Fermi surface. 

During the formation or disappearance of a new spherical 

cavity r undergoes a jump (equation 42) and 6w has singularity 

of type x ~n x (equation 43) for any direction of the phonon 

wave vector. 

In the case of appearance or disappearance of ellipsoidal 

cavity at phase transition of 2~ order the jump in the absorp-

tion coefficient was found out to be anisotropic (equation 47) 

because of the e and. dependence of the equation. The singula-

rity in the phonon spectrum for this phase transition is also 

anisotropic and of the x ~nlxl type. Besides this 6w has under

gone a change which is directly proportional to Ilzl (the second 

term of equation 48). 

Upon the rupture of the connecting neck three cases were 

considered. 

Case lao + q • (O,O,q) and z > O. 6w has unobservable singularity 

of type ~nx (equation 51). 
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+ 
q • (O,O,q) and z < a . 6w has a jump of logarithmic 

function as compared to case lao The singularity is stronger 

than the previous ones. The group velocity has hyperbolic singu-

larity since 6w is of type inlxl. 

Case 2: q ~ (q,O,O). 6w has a constant value for fixed Iql and 

z > 0, and a jump of arc sin type for z. < a (54). So the Migdal-

Kohn singularities vanish for this case. 

Finally, I would like to stress the fact that every analysis 

discussed in this thesis on the Migdal-Kohn singularities in upon 

the assumption that the temperature T is equal to zero. If T 

increases from zero gradual smearing off of the singularities 

takes place and experimental observation of the image of the Fermi 

surface becomes more difficult. Also bw is ignored compared with 

the Fermi Energy EF or Z = EF - Ec ' in this thesis. It is now an 

established result that fine structure of the singularities (ie. 

two closely located kinks) should appear on the absorption coeffi-

cient and change in phonon frequency curves. 
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